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Point of Crisis:The epic post-apocalyptic series continues...In the aftermath of the brutal attack on

his family compound, Alex Fletcher embraces his rapidly expanding role within the New England

Regional Recovery Zone (RRZ).Fueled by a limitless drive to protect his family and a rekindled

sense of duty, he enlists the reluctant aid of a local militia commander--to ease the public's fears of

a federal government takeover.As Captain Fletcher digs deeper into the government's plans, he

starts to question the federal government's intentions--and ability to stabilize the situation in New

England. With the region's critical infrastructure destroyed and the nation's electrical grid crippled,he

foresees a human cataclysm, with several hundred thousand desperate refugees marching further

north through Maine.The bad news doesn't end there.Alex discovers that Eli Russell has rebuilt his

militia--with the intention of hastening the Regional Recovery Zone's downfall. Obsessed with

stopping the deranged psychopath that attacked his family, Alex scours the back roads and rural

towns of southern Maine to find him--unaware that Eli's plans are far more personal.With the world

swiftly unraveling around him, Alex will face his most difficult decisions ever...The Perseid Collapse
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Point of Crisis. Did not like this one as well as first two. But, still a great read. Previous books were

more about how the characters handle crisis, how important prepping is now, how to survive after

virus and then EMP, just what the books should be. This book concentrates on the bad guy, and

there was too much whining about what the government is up to and has been up to. Pretty much

left it open for number 4.

The characters in this story are very well developed. They are real. You can identify with them. The

series is well written, seamless. If you think you could deal with a major catastrophic event in your

life, if you think you are ready, read this series. This situation is so plausible and expected by the

powers that be. We have been warned. This large family has prepared for whatever might happen.

Then it happens. No spoilers. But except for a couple of coincidences critical to the story line, (which

are definitely not going to happen in our lives), I doubt they would have made it. Are you counting on

FEMA? Forget it. Not gonna happen. This took place in Maine. I recognized every road, every town,

etc. Really brought it home. The books never slow down and they make you think and wonder. They

are also excellent books to read. They would make a heck of a good movie.

Alex Fletcher is working hard trying to securely set up the regional recovery center in Maine. He is

also working to develop good relationships with the local militia groups while acting as a Captain in

the Marine force acting as security for the area. Meanwhile the renegade militia army lead by Eli

Russell is killing citizens, police officers and local politicians. Eli has even stepped up the terrorism

by setting off road side IED bombs.Alex is finding the leadership of the recovery zone to be

incompetent and making bad decisions that are alienating the good local militia groups, citizens and

even the U.S. Military forces protecting them. He begins to wonder which side he is on and how



does he protect his family and friends.....This is a good book about an apocalyptic event for the

United States as well as a sneak attack by the Chinese. America is in turmoil and crippled while the

northeast corner to the USA is a disaster zone. The book is well written and I have read all three

books in the series. I enjoyed them all and I rate this one at 5 stars. This is a good author and his

military experience and writing skill show in his story telling.

The story is exciting and interesting, taking a bit of a different look at government, militias and a

political view that is typically real. There were about three places throughout the story that seemed

"disjointed" for lack of writer/editor proper terms. Though, I think it must be due to the editor rather

than the writer.I am NOT a writer or editor but I am a seriously dedicated reader. So, take my

comments with a grain of salt. The "disjointed" stuff can be easily figured out though the reader

might have to go back a few pages. Not a big deal. Overall, a good story and exciting.As an after

thought, to help the writer, I thought I'd try and mention at least 2 issues without "giving up" the

story. So,..... when a .30 is mentioned and suddenly it "dies" and moving north but unable to due to

injuries and then moving. Sort of leaving the reader to "assume" a couple of things.

Another page turner by one of my favorite Prepper Fiction novelists. Alex appears to have learned

from his prior naive mistakes. I absolutely hate prepper sequels & usually knock off a star when I

review them, especially as I don't think I learned one survival tool, which to me is the sole purpose

of reading prepper fiction instead of Boy Scout type manuals. But this IS the fourth one I've read &

will order the 5th & final one later. One thing I do appreciate from Steven's approach is he doesn't

allow closure. In many similar books the author can't help but see the light at the end of a dark

tunnel, where patriots rise up, crush the NWO, turn the lights back on & we go our merry little way.

That's for fairy tales & Democrats. It will get ugly & remain so in that long, dark tunnel. HIGH

PRIORITY// DOMESTIC TERRORISM EXPECTED TO INCREASE IN NORTHERN LATITUDE

RRZS AS WEATHER DETERIORATES. Nice job Steven. I'm reading the next one, but you can

forget me with your next series, time line 2035. I certainly am too old for that tunnel.
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